
grand slam



A clutter-free  
workplace for  
clutter-free minds. 

grand slam, the universal storage system from Sedus, creates 
just that: the right work setting and the right work mindset. 
It provides space for everything one needs in the office. And 
grand slam’s infinite variety of uses and arrangements creates 
a good atmosphere. Such perfect functionality combined with 
such attractive features can only mean one thing: this is Sedus 
Place 2.5 – the new office culture of productive well-being. 
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A stylish outfit. The 
coat racks from the 
grand slam range 
are practical in daily 
office life. 



Those who view storage units, shelving and pedestals just as components of 
furniture systems should take a closer look. Sedus grand slam transforms them 
into design features with endless creative possibilities. The versatile storage 
components can divide and structure spaces, foster communication among 
employees and create an atmosphere which is pleasant to work in, motivates 
and enhances productivity. The flexible range caters to all needs and all style 
preferences. From open-plan spaces to single offices; from large companies to 
home offices. From distinguished to cheerful; from warm and homely to clean 
and functional.  

Storage with style.

Beautifully practical. 
Flexible modular top 
boxes, which can be 
combined in a myriad 
of ways, make for 
decorative focal points 
and offer additional 
storage space.
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This is what efficiency 
looks like.

Every type of office places different demands on 
a storage concept. For example, in the director’s 
office, prestige is a priority whilst in the 
open-plan office, the emphasis is on best use 
of space, sound absorption and facilitating 



workflows. Communicative structures are 
needed for intensive teamwork whilst quiet 
“islands” are most important for concentrated 
thought. For all requirement types, Sedus 
grand slam has the fitting solution. It also 

makes financial sense because the large 
selection of variants and finishes facilitates 
differentiated pricing. And every detail 
offers that durable quality one can expect 
from Sedus.  



This kind of versatility is unique: storage units and 
cabinets with flexible interiors and a range of front 
variants. Open shelving and add-on modules with 
added utility, such as the innovative swivel-out 
communication element that forms a variable 
meeting table. Who ever  said that storage space 
can’t be flexible?

Inspiring surroundings 
for brainworkers.  
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Perfectly styled. 
A special feature of 
grand slam is the 
fashionable finishes 
and free forms, which 
are the physical 

manifestation of a new 
attitude that is becoming 
more prevalent: working 
time is also living time 
and workplaces must 
reflect that. 



A world of limitless 
possibility.  

Practical. The drawers 
are available with plinths, 
adjustable glides or 
sled legs, as well as 
with a comfortable 
upholstered seat top.

Versatile. Storage 
units are available in a 
range of dimensions, 
as a single unit or a 
wall system.
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Practical. Cabinets 
provide storage 
space and divide 
up spaces – available 
in three heights.

Striking. The shelves 
and sides of the 
partitions are 
accentuated by 
different material 
thicknesses.



 Height   Depth   Width  mm

 Binder Height mm 400  500  600  800  1000  1200  1400  1600

Shelves
 6 BH plinth, adjustable glide  436       

 5 BH plinth, adjustable glide  436      

 4 BH plinth, adjustable glide  436      

 3 BH plinth, adjustable glide  436      

 3 BH top piece 436      

 2 BH plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436      

 2 BH top piece 436      

 2 BH credenza unit 436        

 1 BH plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436        

 1 BH top piece 436        

 6 BH plinth, adjustable glide 636    

 5 BH plinth, adjustable glide 636    

Brochure display cabinets   
 6 BH  plinth, adjustable glide  436      

  5 BH  plinth, adjustable glide   436     

 4 BH  plinth, adjustable glide  436     

 3 BH plinth, adjustable glide  436     

 3 BH top piece 436     

Hinged door units
  6 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436      

 5 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436      

 4 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436      

 3 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436      

 3 BH top piece   436      

 2 BH plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436      

 2 BH top piece  436      

 1 BH top piece  436      

 6 BH plinth, adjustable glide  636    

 5 BH plinth, adjustable glide  636    

Cabinet with adjustable glides Cabinet with plinth Cabinet with sled leg

Model overview

Locker units
 5 BH plinth, adjustable glide  436    

 4 BH plinth, adjustable glide  436    



 Height   Depth   Width  mm

 Binder Height mm 400 500 600 800  1000  1200 1400 1600

Vertical tambour front units
 6 BH  plinth, adjustable glide 436     

  5 BH  plinth, adjustable glide 436     

Horizontal tambour front units
 5 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436      

 4 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436      

 3 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436        

 3 BH top piece 436        

 2 BH plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436        

 2 BH top piece 436        

 2 BH credenza unit 436        

 1 BH plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436        

 1 BH top piece 436        

Sliding door front units
 4 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436      

 3 BH plinth, adjustable glide 436        

 3 BH top piece 436        

 2 BH plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436        

 2 BH top piece 436        

 2 BH credenza unit 436        

Hanging folder units   
 4 BH  plinth, adjustable glide  436      

 3 BH  plinth, adjustable glide  436      

 2 BH  plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436      

 4 BH  plinth, adjustable glide  636    

 3 BH  plinth, adjustable glide  636    

 2 BH  plinth, adjustable glide  636    

Combi units   
 6 BH   436     

 5 BH   436     



 Height   Depth   Width  mm

 Binder Height mm 400  500  600  800  1000  1200  1400  1600

Drawer element 

 1 BH plinth, adjustable glide, sled leg 436    

 Height   Depth   Unit width  mm

 Binder Height mm 1600  1800  2000  2200  2400    

Carcass frames 
 3 BH  436     

Shelving unit   
 6 BH  394    

 5 BH  394    

 4 BH  394    

 3 BH  394    

Partition
 5 BH Adjustable glide 436      

 4 BH Adjustable glide 436      

 3 BH Adjustable glide 436      

D-handles

Finishes and colours  For samples, see page 17

Laminates    13 finishes

Veneers    14 types of wood

Painted fronts  R10 green

 R11 red

 R12 orange

Glass fronts P13 white aluminium

 P14 pure white

Tambour fronts, matt A14 pure white

 02 arctic white

 231 white aluminium

 K70 graphite black

Plinth/sled leg 09 anthracite metallic

 120 white

 119 white aluminium

 24 black
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Goods acoustics are vital 
for a pleasant atmosphere.

Well-being and productivity in the office depend 
heavily on the room’s acoustics. Group and open-
plan offices especially present a major challenge 
on this front. Even more so when the structures 
in the space have non-absorbent surfaces such 
as glass, stone, concrete or metal.

Sedus grand slam provides perfect office storage 
solutions coupled with effective sound absorption. 
Storage units are used as soundscreens and improve 
hearing what is said. Acoustic fronts and back 
panels absorb distracting noises and reduce the 
echo time in the office.

Sliding door unit with acoustic 
front. The slits in the front make 
for effective sound absorption.

Microperforated horizontal 
tambour front. The perforated 
acoustic front on this horizontal 
tambour unit transforms it into 
a broad-spectrum absorber 
(see also large illustration).

Hinged door unit with acoustic 
front. The slits have similar sound-
absorbing properties here.

Storage units can be fitted with 
an acoustic fabric back panel. 
An aluminium frame retains the 
18 mm-thick absorber foam with 
perforated and fabric-covered 
hardboard. 
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grand slam is design freedom.
The choice of materials, finishes and colours for 
Sedus’ storage system “grand slam” is unparal-
leled in the office furniture sector. It gives every 
office its own individual and unique flair. Various 
styles and colour schemes can be systematically 
worked out down to the finest detail. Whether the 
concept is minimalist reduction or bright splashes 
of colour, a distinguished character or homely 
feeling – all this is possible. But one thing always 
stays the same: the quality, of which the Sedus name 
is a guarantee. After all, the feeling of having an 
excellent, individual working atmosphere is also 
a part of “productive well-being”. 

Veneers

Painted fronts Glass fronts

Laminates

K69 Acacia

K72 Oliv
e

203 M
aple

K66 W
alnut

103 Beech

K65 Zebrano

26 Ash 

anth
racite

A16
dark grey

K71 Ebony

232
white

 aluminium

K70
graphite

 black

02 arctic
 white

A14
pure white

E46 Ash 

lig
ht g

rey

E45 Ash 

black
H11 M

aple 

natural

E10 Ash 

white
F31 Cherry

 

natural

E41 Ash 

natural

G11 Peartr
ee 

natural

D12 W
alnut 

natural

C11 Oak 

natural

D11 W
alnut 

dark
B26 Beech 

natural

C17 Oak 

wenge varn
ish

B21 Beech 

mid brown

B23 Beech 

walnut v
arnish

R10 paint 

R11 paint 

R12 paint 

P13 glass 

P14 glass 

green
red orange

white
 aluminium

pure white



Side racks. To make use of the sides of the units.  Variable racks. Available in different heights 

and with a variety of functions.  

Continuous handle. To allow convenient 

opening of sliding door units.  

Perfection is in the details. 
With an abundance of well-conceived features, 
grand slam helps to create a well-organised, 
efficiently run office. It makes for an office 

where everything has its place and is easy to 
f ind when needed. It makes best use of the 
available space. 
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Brochure trays. The slanted trays are folding 

and provide plenty of storage space. 

Knobs. Integrated lock with hinged key; also 

available without lock.

D-handles. Available with a range of 

finishes, without or without lock. 

Concealed hinges. With an opening angle of 

120 degrees.

Wide-angle hinges. Opening angles of 210 

degrees and optimal functionality.

Plinth with adjustable glide. User-friendly 

adjustment.

Metal supports. For rock solid, absolutely 

secure shelves.

Pull-out wardrobe rail. A practical and 

space-saving wardrobe solution. 

Organiser drawers. With variable dividers, 

trays and card holders. 

Pull-out filing shelf. Provides an additional 

shelf as required. 

Steel shelf. With mount for suspension filing 

frame on the underside or pull-out filing shelf.

Safe. Lockable drawer for keeping personal 

valuables safe.



Key strengths: 
teamwork and 
communication.

Who says cabinets have to be placed against the 
wall? Sedus grand slam turns storage units into 
versatile furnishing elements which play an 
important part in teamwork and communication 
in the office. Cleverly used storage elements 
divide and structure the space, creating work-
stations where one can concentrate on one’s 
work as well as communicative areas that are 
conducive to teamwork. 
Drawers at seat height double as a bench for 
one-to-one conversations, whilst a filing cabinet 
can be a convergence point for passing on 
information to one’s colleagues. Handy additional 
modules such as the communication element 
transform a cabinet into a meeting table at a 
second’s notice.
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We’re working on a good working 
atmosphere. For the entire world.
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Sustainability and environmental protection 
are important to Sedus. Sedus was the first 
furniture manufacturer in Europe to introduce an 
eco-management system conforming to the EU’s 
Eco-Management & Audit Scheme (EMAS) back in 
1995. Sedus has been certified to the international 
environmental standard ISO 14001 since 2001. 

Sedus’ principles of ecological business practice 
are laid down in the corporate policy, which is 
binding for all employees and suppliers. However, 
Sedus’ most enduring contribution to environment 
and climate protection is this: the durable quality 
of all Sedus products. 
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